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100 oaks movie theater

Big changes are making in the film industry: Emerging digital technology is about to revolutionize your local studios and cinemas. Find out why Hollywood will be digital! By Tom Harris If you've ever seen an IMAX movie, you know it's not a typical movie. Sometimes it takes years to produce, resulting in an incredible viewing experience. Learn all about this amazing filmmaking
technology! By Marshall Brain Spielberg has said that sound is the great technological achievement of contemporary film. Indeed, much has changed since the first 'talkies,' when a musical score and a few bits of dialogue first made cinematic history. By Jeff Tyson When you see the THX icon splashed on a movie screen, and hear the Deep Note brand, you know that you are at
an audio party. But what does that logo mean? Find out what THX is and why it improves your movie experience. By Jeff Tyson When you sit down in a screen cinema is the center of attention. But have you ever walked up and looked at it? Discover the intricities of a movie screen and learn how to find the best seat in the house. By Jeff Tyson When you see a movie in the cinema,
do you notice the projector? Without it, you would stare at a blank screen. Enter the screening booth and find out what it takes to display a movie. By Jeff Tyson Most likely, at this time of year of the epidemic, you've got a lot of family movie nights. We also had afternoon family movies and Saturday morning family movies. Perhaps the novelty is wearing thin and what was once an
exciting weekly treat is now just a mundane, this-is-the best-we-can-do kind of activity. In that case, it's time to turn your backyard into your family's own cinema experience. Evaluate your spaceBe before you start ordering the device and get all the kids excited, you must first determine if your outdoor space really fits the theater setting. You certainly don't need three acres plus
parking and a working snack counter, but you need to make sure that wherever you set up, you've got access to the store and space for a reedable projector screen or some kind of DIY version of the screen , but we'll be back there. You'll also want to think through the design of your outdoor theater– not just how it looks right now, in the middle of the day, but what it looks like at
night. Are there street lights or lights on nearby houses that will create glare on your movie screen? Especially if you are making your own monitor, you will want to make sure inconvenient outdoor lighting does not hinder viewing you because the image quality was inferior to a real screen. Buy or do—a screenCan you buy (and potentially mount) a re recordable movie screen?
Sure you can! And you can find some that are not terribly expensive, depending on what size and style come with you. This is one of our video groups used above. But this is Lifehacker and money is tight right now, so we encourage you to make one. With bed sheets. Or a fine, white cloth. (It's going to be okay.) How exactly you install or hang it will depend on the space you're
using– so channel your inner MacGyver– but the main point is to make it as taut, wrinkle free and movement free as possible. Is it better? If you have a white garage door or a white wall of some kind on your property, that will probably work and you won't need to spend any money or craft anything. If you regularly tear wrinkled sheets out of bed to use them as a temporary
projector screen, Read moreYou need a projector that can be connected to your smartphone, laptop or game system. This and this one was both suggested by Lifehacker readers. If you want to go even cheaper, you can look for an option used in your area. A projector with a built-in speaker is your best, easiest bet. However, if that's not an option and you don't have a speaker
outdoors yet, you'll need some kind of portable speaker or a basic pair of computer speakers. Connect the video signal from any device you're using to play the movie to the projector, and then connect the audio signal from the device to the speaker. (And don't blast the people who speak unless you want to disturb the entire neighborhood.) Place your projector on top of a small,
sturdy table or chair, aim at the screen, and move the projector forward or backward as needed to get the right image size. Include kids in fun or get your own date night away in the backyard once they're in bed. Just pull up some chairs or throw down some blankets, pop some popcorn, crack open some drinks, and voilà! It's movie time. Photo: ShutterstockTime, space, people,
location. As businesses opened and events began to happen again, I kept thinking about those factors. Spending time in a closed space with a lot of other people is not where I want to be on the COVID-19 risk spectrum. And that means no cinema, for me, for a long time. But some cinemas are open. So there are plenty of other things that rank quite high on the risk spectrum:
Some churches are starting to have direct service again. The president held a rally. Restaurants in many areas are open for indoor dining. When we relax, we have to ask ourselves some strange questions: Is it safe to meet a friend? Going to read moreT I'm not interested in any of that, personally, as a client. But I'm also worried about labor in these places, because they suffer all
our germs. As a client, you may decide you will still eat out occasionally, as a treat. As a server, you can't decide you'll work regularly. So when we see more opportunities to get out of the house, we must carefully, carefully consider these risks, others - companies, governments - do not necessarily act in our best interests at the heart. Just because something is open doesn't mean
it's safe. Cinemas are trying to keep their safety measures subtle, the Washington Post reports, because they fear people won't feel comfortable going at all if they're constantly reminded of how dangerous a cinema can be. Well, maybe that's how it should be. Businesses are reopening in many areas, and it's perfectly understandable if you feel tempted to... Read more Cause, I'm
doing my best to avoid situations with: crowdsmaskless peoplesinging or shoutingindoor gatheringsextended around the time I'm going shopping. I might consider, some day, a short trip to the gym at off-peak hours for some distance social squats. I won't be boarding a plane anytime soon and I definitely won't be sitting in the cinema for two hours. What about you? Source:
Thinkstock After the success of Gone Girl and The Hunger Games: Mocking Jay (Part 1), it's clear that book-based movies are hot items with audiences built in fact guaranteed box office profits. Here are five edied in different stages of development that are sure to please book lovers. 1. The Truth About Harry Quebert The novel is a fast-paced thriller originally published in France
under the title La vérité sur l'affaire Harry Quebert. The story, however, is set in the small New Hampshire town, a classic location for exotic murder mysteries. A little unorthyored as an international bests upselling book that never quite made it to the list on this side of the Atlantic, the novel was chosen by Warner Brothers well before the faint U.S. release in May. No release date
has been set, but the novel will surely get popular as news of this production reaches more ears. 2. A Wrinkle in Time Madeliene L'Engle's classic young adult fantasy novel has been in continuous publication since 1962 and is read widely by children to this day. This is the first real film of the novel which means expectations are rising. According to Variety, Jennifer Lee (of Frozen
Fame) replaced the original screenwriter and cited the novel as one of her childhood favorites. With three more books in the Time Quartet series, the brand is sure to attract a large following when it finally appears on the big screen. 3. You Shall Know Our Velocity Dave Eggers had success in cinema as the screenwriter of Where the Wild Things Are and Away We Go, but first he
was a prose writer. You Shall Our Velocity is his debut novel released in 2002 about two friends who work to give away large sums of money and get into trouble along the way. Interestingly enough, Eggers are not his own novel for the screen. Instead, Wells Tower, another well-known character in the literary fiction world, is writing the screenplay, reports ComingSoon. 4. Struck
By Genius This memoir written by Jason Padgett details the physical and mental changes the author experienced after suffering a traumatic brain injury. While no one is quite willing to start thinking of Channing Tatum as a dramatic actor after his turn in comedies like 22 Jump Street, he is set to produce and could star in this film, reports The Hollywood Reporter. Nonfiction
remains one of the most popular literary genres in the United States, and this story, in which a tragedy turns a man into a genius will surely satisfy our urge to see someone overcome almost inesctisable odds. Source: Getty Images/Bryan Bedder 5. The Snowden Files Based on two books, this film appears to be a blend of journalist Luke Harding's findings in The Snowden Files:
The Inside Story of the World's Most Wanted Man and a novel by Snowden's lawyer, Anatoly Kucherena: Time of the Octopus. Unsurprisingly, Oliver Stone is taking on the work of writer and director. He was referring to the novel he would be insc mediating as a chilling, prescient horror story in a statement, reports THR. The film promises to dramatize one of the most controversial
events in recent history and puts itself in conversation with recent films seeking to reframe history (Argo and Kill The Messenger to name a few). More From Entertainment Cheat Sheet: Sheet:
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